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Abstract.Many of the reported experiences in the industrial use of formal meth-

ods concern the development of products or product families, where the utility
of the method is linked to direct savings in development costs or improved assur-

ance of quality. However, one other area in which formal description techniques
make a valuable contribution is in the development and documentation of In-

ternational Standards, where the cost of using formal methods can be paid o�
both through increased quality of products that implement a given standard, and
through the improved inter-operability of di�erent implementations that comes

from having a precise de�nition of the expected behaviour of a conforming im-
plementation. Standards development, however, has some signi�cant di�erences

from product development, and comes with speci�c needs and constraints that
a�ect the use of formal description techniques. This paper describes the role of
formal methods in standardization, and reports on the authors' experiences in

using these methods in the development of a new International Standard for
distributed multi-media.

1. Introduction

The authors of this paper have long experience of the development of interna-

tional standards for computer graphics under the auspices of the International
Organization for Standardization (ISO) and the International Electrotechnical

Commission (IEC). The last few years have seen signi�cant changes in the process
by which international standards are generated and the methods used therein.

For many years concerns have been expressed at the length of time it takes to
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converge on the content of an international standard (4 - 5 years is typical in the
computer graphics area) and recently changes have been seen in the ISO/IEC

standardization process which aim to reduce the elapsed time from entry into
the standardization process to publication of an international standard.

The authors all have experience of using formal methods to support the de-
velopment of standards for computer graphics and multi-media. In this paper
we explore the role that formal methods have played in this process in the past,

and the role such methods might play in the future. Key concerns for develop-
ers of standards are clarity, consistency and compatibility. The standards that

have been developed in the computer graphics and multi-media areas within
ISO/IEC fall mainly into two categories: standards that de�ne the functional-
ity of a software system and standards that de�ne �le formats for the storage

and transfer of graphical and multi-media information. Key concerns for imple-
mentors of these standards are that the description of the standard should be

clear and concise, free from ambiguity and inconsistency, in order to minimize
the time wasted in backtracking design decisions due to false readings of the

standard. Implementors are also concerned that their implementation should in-
terwork with other implementations. This leads into the areas of conformance
statements and conformance testing. The �rst is concerned with what require-

ments an implementation has to conform to and the second with how adherence
to the conformance statement can be measured. Formal methods, by improving

clarity and reducing inconsistency, can help to reduce implementation costs and
help to ensure compatibility between di�erent implementations.

It should be stressed that the views expressed in this paper are those of the
authors and are not o�cial views of ISO/IEC.

The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. Section 2 describes the

process by which a Standard is developed, and recent changes to this process
that increase the need for rigorous description techniques. These general issues

are placed into context in Section 3, where issues and problems encountered by
the authors in the development of the PREMO standard [ISO96a] are described.
Finally, opportunities and challenges for the use of formal methods in future

standardization actions are explored in Section 4.

2. The Standardization Process

Standards are de�ned by ISO in the following way[ISO96c]: `Standards are doc-
umented agreements containing technical speci�cations or other precise criteria

to be used consistently as rules, guidelines, or de�nitions of characteristics, to
ensure that materials, products, processes and services are �t for their purpose.
International Standards thus contribute to making life simpler, and to increasing

the reliability and e�ectiveness of the goods and services we use.'
Standards in Information Technology are the responsibility of a joint techni-

cal committee (JTC 1) established by the Council's of ISO and the International
Electrotechnical Commission (IEC) in 1987. The work of standardization is un-
dertaken by subcommittees (SCs) and working groups (WGs).

2.1. The Changing Process

The ethos of standards-making is consensus building. The objective of standard-

ization is to achieve consensus amongst the parties participating in the devel-
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opment of a standard, rather than decision making based on counting votes.
Consensus is de�ned as `general agreement, characterized by the absence of sus-

tained opposition to substantial issues by any important part of the concerned
interests and by a process that involves seeking to take into account the views of

all parties concerned and to reconcile any conicting arguments. Consensus need
not imply unanimity'. The process of building consensus is, by its very nature,
time-consuming.

Computer graphics is one speci�c area in which ISO has been active since

1978 and thus can provide a useful example of the changes that are taking
place. The �rst international standard for computer graphics programming, the
Graphical Kernel System (GKS) was published by ISO in 1985, at the end of a

development process that started in 1979. At that time there were �ve steps in
the development of an International Standard [AD90, ISO85]:

1. New Work Item (NWI). When a need for a new standard arises, a New Work

Item proposal is made to JTC 1. The proposal is balloted within JTC 1 (a
three-month ballot period is allowed); if approved, the work is assigned to a

SC.

2. Working Drafts (WD). >From a baseline document, a series of WDs were
prepared, until a high degree of consensus was reached on the technical con-
tent of the standard. Each WD was reviewed by member bodies of the SC,

usually with a period of 3 months allowed for comments. Maintenance of the
document is the responsibility of a Project Editor (usually called a Document

Editor in SC24), appointed by the SC.

3. Draft Proposal (DP). When the major issues had been resolved, the �nal

WD was submitted for registration and ballot as a Draft Proposal. Again
this involved a 3 month ballot period. Substantial changes in the content of

a DP could result in further ballots at this level.

4. Draft International Standard (DIS). When consensus was reached on the
technical content of the standard, the document (now called a DIS) was then
circulated for a six month combined ballot by JTC 1 and the SC concerned.

5. International Standard (IS) When comments on the DIS ballot had been

resolved, the document was submitted to the ISO/IEC Councils' for approval.
International standards are reviewed at intervals of not more than �ve years.
The review process would follow a similar pattern to that outlined above.

By merely looking at the lengths of the balloting periods involved, it is clear that
standardization according to this process is a lengthy a�air. Since the early days

of GKS standardization, ISO/IEC have instigated changes to the basic process
designed to ensure the more timely delivery of information technology standards.
As a result, the 1995 edition of the ISO/IEC Directives for the Technical Work

of JTC 1[ISO95a], describe a rather simpler process.

1. New Work Item (NWI). This stage is essentially unchanged. For approval of

a new work item, a majority of all participating members (National Stan-
dardization Bodies) of JTC 1 is required, and in addition at least 5 of the

participating members of the Subcommittee to which the project will be as-
signed must commit to active participation in the project.

2. Working Draft (WD). NWI proposers are encouraged to submit a WD with
the NWI proposal. Re�nement of working drafts takes place at Working

Group level. Progression to the next stage is decided at Subcommittee level.
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3. Committee Draft (CD). The Committee Draft replaces the Draft Proposal
of the earlier procedures. Voting on Committee Drafts takes place at the

Subcommittee level. Normally this will be a postal ballot with a subsequent
meeting to consider the votes and comments, but the procedures do allow

for the vote to take place at a meeting. The ballot period is a minimum of 3
months but can be extended if the complexity of the draft so merits.

4. Draft International Standard (DIS). When consensus has been demonstrated

and substantial support obtained from the SC members, the document pro-
gresses to Draft International Standard and is voted on at JTC 1 level. Nor-

mally the ballot period is four months.

5. International Standard (IS). The �nal text of the DIS is then submitted for
publication as an international standard.

The main di�erence between the 1995 Directives and the 1985 Directives
is in the earlier stages of the process. More of the process is delegated to the

Subcommittee level, with fewer ballots at the higher, JTC 1, level.

In a recent development, JTC 1 has extended the process to encourage the

`transposition' of technical speci�cations from sources outside JTC 1 into in-
ternational standards. New procedures have been agreed which will come into

e�ect for a trial period from 1 January 1997. The aim is to provide a route for
Publicly Available Speci�cations (PAS) to be transposed into international stan-
dards. The procedures use a Fast Track process which allows an organization to

submit a document into a �nal JTC 1 ballot (of six months duration) to become
an International Standard. JTC 1 have established criteria as a basis for judg-

ing whether an organization submitting a PAS can be recognized and whether
the speci�cation can be accepted as a candidate for transposition. The criteria

which organizations have to satisfy relate to the nature of the organization (e.g.
membership, ease with which representatives of business, government and other
entities can participate). The document related criteria are concerned with the

quality of the proposed standard and extent of the consensus that the document
has achieved. The quality criteria include[ISO95b]:

1. How well are all interfaces speci�ed?

2. How easily can implementation take place without need of additional descrip-

tions?

3. What proof exists for successful implementations?

4. What means are used to provide de�nitive descriptions beyond straight text?

The PAS route is being discussed for Java standardization. Within the com-
puter graphics area, VRML (Virtual Reality Modelling Language), which was

developed outside ISO/IEC by the VRML Architecture Group (now absorbed
into the VRML Consortium) is being brought into the ISO/IEC arena, but at

an earlier stage of processing than the PAS route requires. VRML is being stan-
dardized by mutual agreement between ISO/IEC and the VRML Consortium;

the document entered the process at the Committee Draft rather than the �-
nal ballot stage, nevertheless, issues of quality also apply to documents entering
via this route and careful consideration of such issues is an important factor in

ensuring smooth progression of the document through the ISO/IEC process.
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2.2. The PREMO Experience

PREMO (PResentation Environments for Multi-media Objects) is an emerging
international standard for multi-media presentation, currently under develop-

ment in ISO/IEC JTC 1/SC24 [ISO96a, HCD+94, HRL96, HCD+97]. All the
authors of this paper contribute to the development of this standard. >From
previous experience in developing international standards, and the use of formal

description techniques in the context of computer graphics standards [AD90],
the authors argued for the use of formal methods to support the development of

the standard. In July 1993, SC24 appointed a Special Rapporteur for Formal De-
scription Languages (G.J. Reynolds, then at CWI, Amsterdam), and invited him

to provide an initial report on the applicability of formal description techniques
to SC24 standards [RDD94]. The terms of reference of the Special Rapporteur
requested `study of FDTs particularly with regard to formally specifying object

behaviour and interfaces'.

The study group chose to base its work on the Object-Z notation [CDD+90,
DKRS91, DRS95], because expertise in this notation was available within the

group and it was known that other groups within at least one other SC had exper-
imented with Object-Z in their work [ISO97, DRS95]. Some initial studies were
carried out[DDtH+94, DDtH+95] which resulted the following recommendations

being made to SC24[RDD94].

1. SC24 should actively encourage the use of formal description techniques dur-
ing the development of SC24 standards.

2. SC24 should endorse and encourage the work being carried out using Object-
Z in the development of PREMO.

3. SC24 should encourage the publication of formal descriptions of SC24 stan-

dards as ISO/IEC Technical Reports, following the successful use of formal
description in the development of a particular standard.

These recommendations fall into the �rst phase for the introduction of formal
description techniques in the ISO Directives. The rationale for the recommenda-

tions is based on the following considerations.

� Formal description techniques provide a notation for expressing a mathemat-

ical model of a system. The value of FDTs is in the mathematical model,
not the notation in which it is expressed. The real value of FDTs during

the development of a standard is that they cause attention to be focussed
on concepts and the relationships between concepts, and on issues such as
completeness, consistency and structure to a much greater extent than does

a natural language style of description.

� For the description of a standard such as PREMO, which was also in the
process of de�ning an object model within the standard, it is important to
choose a exible descriptive notation rather than a notation which contains

an in-built object model which will inevitably contradict that being de�ned
in PREMO.

� It is at least as easy to write a badly structured and opaque speci�cation

as it is to write a badly structured and opaque program or natural lan-
guage description of an artefact. Writing good speci�cations takes insight,
skill, experience and patience. Reading a well-structured speci�cation with a

carefully written natural language commentary is not di�cult. Because the
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structure of formal descriptions and the structure of the artefact being spec-
i�ed are inter-twined, it really is important to use formal description during

the development process.

� It is important to convince the developers of standards that formal description
techniques do have tangible bene�ts. In our judgement, this is best done
within the development phase of a standard, where the speci�cation can be

used to record and communicate key aspects of the design of the standard
and can help to highlight errors and omissions in the emerging standard.

� The work done on PREMO modelling shows that a formal description of key
parts of the system is both feasible and helpful.

The next section describes the work that has been done to date.

3. The PREMO Speci�cation

The de�nition of PREMO follows an object-oriented style. The �rst work carried
out[DDtH+94] on the speci�cation of PREMO explored the use of Object-Z to
describe event-based synchronization and discrete and continuous presentations

[DDtH+94]. A basic approach to these problems was described, which has been
re�ned in subsequent work as the functionality of PREMO itself has evolved.

The speci�cation work has tracked the development of PREMO and insights
gained through the speci�cation work have been fed back into the development
process. It is infeasible to describe all of the technical issues that arose in the

development of the PREMO speci�cations in this paper. Rather, this section
gives an insight into two of the most signi�cant areas where speci�cation was

carried out, speci�cally the PREMO synchronization facilities (section 3.1), and
the underlying object model (section 3.2). The approach taken to the formal

speci�cation of PREMO is extended, in part, into the normative text, where
Z-like data type de�nitions and the structure of Object-Z class de�nitions are
used to present the functional provisions of the Standard. Section 3.3 illustrates

this briey. The section concludes with an evaluation and discussion of the use
of formal methods within the development of the PREMO Standard.

3.1. Synchronization

Multi-media applications often wish to use multiple instances of continuous me-
dia data concurrently, for example an animation sequence with some accom-

panying sound, with links to video segments. This problem is referred to as
inter-media synchronization, while the term intra-media synchronization is used

for the task of maintaining the presentation of data at a su�cient rate and qual-
ity for human perception. Both forms have received signi�cant attention in the
multi-media literature, see for example [GT95] or [Buf94] for further information

and references on the topic. Only inter-media synchronization is discussed in this
paper, and for brevity the term synchronization is henceforth used to refer to

this form only.
The PREMO synchronization model [HCD+97] is based on the fact that ob-

jects in PREMO can be active. Di�erent continuous media (e.g. a video sequence
and corresponding sound track) are modelled as concurrent activities that may
have to reach speci�c milestones at distinct and possibly user-de�nable synchro-

nization points. An event-based synchronization approach forms the basic layer
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of synchronization in PREMO, and in line with the object-oriented approach of
PREMO, is de�ned in terms of object types, including:

� synchronizable objects, which have an internal progression space and which
form the supertype of, e.g., various media object types;

� synchronization elements, which can be placed on a user-de�nable subset (the

span) of the coordination space of a synchronizable object to generate events;
and

� event handlers, which may be used to manage complex synchronization pat-
terns among synchronizable objects through the synchronization elements

placed on the span of synchronization objects.

A synchronizable object is a �nite state machine that controls the position

and progress through an ordered set of coordinates, some of which may contain
synchronization elements that can be used to organize the behaviour of a system

constructed using such objects. The intention is that object types representing
di�erent kinds of media (video, sound, etc.) will inherit from this object type and
specialize the coordinate system and state machine in an appropriate way. As the

speci�cation of these services was carried out in parallel with the development
of the normative text, it was desirable to keep the two descriptions as close as

possible. So, for example, rather than use a Z-style free type de�nition [Spi92]
for the various modes of the synchronizable state machine, explicit numerical

constants are de�ned in the speci�cation:

SyncMode == N

STOPPED ;PLAY ;PAUSED ;WAITING : SyncMode

STOPPED = 0 ^ PLAY = 1 ^ PAUSED = 2 ^WAITING = 3

As a consequence of adopting this style, operations on the synchronizable
object type that accept a SyncMode value as input must check that the value

denotes a valid state. Operations in PREMO may raise exceptions, and this is
mirrored in the way that operations are speci�ed by the adoption of a convention

for naming exceptions and de�ning their cause and e�ect. For example, events
can be associated with the mode transitions of a synchronizable object through
ActionElement ; the fragment of Object-Z given below represents the correspond-

ing state attribute and one of the operations that manipulates it, and illustrates
the style of exception speci�cation.

actions : (SyncMode � SyncMode) 7! ActionElement

:::

setActionOnPair

�(actions)
stateOld? : SyncMode

stateNew? : SyncMode

action? : ActionElement

stateOld? 2 SyncMode ^ stateNew? 2 SyncMode

�! exc WrongState

actions 0 = actions � f(stateOld?; stateNew?) 7! action?g

WrongState �! actions 0 = actions
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These may seem like minor concerns, but they are important in making the
use of a formal description practical in the context of standards development.

Another aspect of the Synchronizable object type both illustrates the power

of formal description to describe behaviour succinctly and precisely, and some
additional problems that were encountered in shadowing the development of

the normative standard through the use of speci�cation techniques. This is the
de�nition of what it means, when an object is placed into `play' mode, to progress
through the coordinate space, an issue which is complicated by a number of

factors, including:

� the subset of a synchronizable object's coordination space that is to be tra-
versed (the span) can be set and modi�ed by the application;

� the direction of progression is variable (forward or backward), and the the ob-
ject can be directed to loop over its span range either a �nite or (potentially)

in�nite number of times;

� in general, only the media content located at a subset of the coordinates in

the span will be presented, due to sampling necessary for continuous media
or imposed by quality of service requirements; and

� regardless of the coordinates visited for presentation, every synchronization
element on the span must be processed as traversal through the span is

performed.

An operation, progressPosition, is de�ned in the interface of Synchronizable
to return the next position in the span at which a datum will be presented. The
challenge in the speci�cation was to describe the behaviour that the synchroniza-

tion object must exhibit between successive presentation positions. Although a
clear speci�cation of progression might best be achieved through a temporal

formalism, e.g. interval temporal logic [MS87], the cost of casting the PREMO
object types into this kind of framework would be prohibitive. Instead, the spec-
i�cation uses an `internal' variable to de�ne a stepping mode, within which the

current position is moved through the span, processing synchronization elements,
until either the next position for presentation is reached, or some other action oc-

curs that causes the object to exit from play mode. For example, when an object
encounters a synchronization element, it may be required to enter a WAITING

mode; this can be used for example to synchronize the playback rates of di�erent
media objects. Once in WAITING mode, the stop operation might be invoked.

To address the issue of looping through the span, a Location type was de�ned,
combining span coordinates with an iteration number. This is given below, along

with other parts of the object state used to characterize progression behaviour.
The Synchronizable object type is generic with respect to the domain of the

coordinate space, which is constrained in PREMO to be either the integers,
reals, or a time type, extended with in�nity. It inherits from two other PREMO

object types not discussed in this paper.

Synchronizable [C :: Z
1
j R

1
j TIME

1
]

EnhancedPREMOObject redef (initialize; initializeOnCopy)
CallbackByName

The following declarations are read-only attributes, i.e. each comes with an

implicit operation for getting its value, but the value can only be changed by the
action of speci�c operations in the interface of the type.
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currentDirection : Direction

loopCounter : N [number of loops completed]
currentState : SyncMode [playing, paused etc]

currentPosition : C
maximumPosition : C

minimumPosition : C [�xed bounds of the span]

The declarations in this next fragment of the speci�cation are readable and

writable attributes, i.e. each comes with implicit operations for setting and get-
ting its value. The second pair of attributes identify the user-selectable subset of

the coordinate space that is to be processed or presented.

repeatFlag : B [should the presentation cycle?]

nloop : N [total number of loops required]
startPosition : C

endPosition : C [user-de�nable boundary]

minimumPosition � startPosition

startPosition � stopPosition

stopPosition � maximumPosition

Next comes the de�nition of locations, and a total order relation over this

type. These de�nitions are conceptually internal to the speci�cation, that is, they
do not describe attributes or structures that need appear in the interface of an
implementation.

Location == C � N
1

prec : Location $ Location

8 c1; c2 : C ; n1;n2 : N �
(c1;n1) prec (c2;n2), n1 < n2 _ (n1 = n2 ^ c1 < c2)

No invariant is given to link the coordinates visited during traversal with the

parameters that determine traversal behaviour, for example nloop and startPosition.
Operations de�ned in the interface of the Synchronizable object type can update

these parameters, and it simpli�ed the speci�cation if the relationship between
these variables was captured as part of a `framing' schema that could then be
used to de�ne the e�ect of such operations.

The �nal group of variables are used to de�ne how progress is made during
play mode. They include the state component, stepping , that indicates when an

object is moving from one presentation location to the next, refpoints , which de-
�nes the synchronization elements that have been associated with speci�c points

on the coordination space, and loopStart , which is the coordinate that progres-
sion will start from initially. The locations that remain to be traversed when the
object is in PLAY mode de�ne the span, while the relation � de�nes the order

in which these locations will be traversed.
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stepping : B [true while moving from current to new]

requiredPosition : Location [determined by progressPosition]
point : Location [location during span traversal]

refpoints : C 7! SyncElement [the sync. points]
loopStart : C [the starting coord for loops]

span : PLocation [locations to be traversed]
� : Location $ Location [order of traversal]

dom refpoints � minimumPosition : : :maximumPosition

currentDirection = forward

) loopStart = startPosition ^ (�) � prec

currentDirection = backward

) loopStart = endPosition ^ (�) � prec-1

Two operation descriptions illustrate the economy of de�nition that is sup-
ported by the model given above. First, the progressPosition operation calculates
the next location to be visited; it is expected that it will be specialised by sub-

classes to address behaviour speci�c to various types of media. The point in the
coordinate space that will be visited next is returned as an output.

progressPosition

�(requiredPosition; stepping)
newPosition! : C

currentState = PLAY ^ : stepping

9 count : N j count < nloop �

(newPosition!; count) 2 span

requiredPosition 0 = (newPosition!; count)

stepping 0

Once a new location has been calculated, the object is placed into a `stepping'
mode. Once in this mode, the next point in the span to be visited must be
calculated, bearing in mind requirements related to synchronization elements. A

succinct description of this operation is given below.

�step
�(point ; span; loopCounter)

stepping ^ point 6= requiredPosition

point � point 0

: requiredPosition � point 0

let skipped == floc : span j loc � point 0g �

fst(j skipped j) \ dom refpoints = ?

loopCounter 0 = loopCounter+ jsnd(point 0)� snd(point) j

span 0 = span n skipped

As mentioned earlier, stepping mode is an artefact of the speci�cation in-
troduced to model the sequence of operations that are assumed to take place

internally. The decision to use this approach raises an issue that goes beyond
ones' taste in speci�cation language, and which has implications for other stan-
dards and systems, for example the VRML 2.0 Standard [ISO96b] under develop-

ment in SC24. In developing a standard, particularly in an area such as graphics
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where performance is a non-trivial concern, there may be implicit assumptions
about the execution model that will be used to realise the system. In the case

of PREMO for example, the speci�cation of progressPosition given above, and
the semantics of the internal stepping mode, involve a level of operational detail

that normally one would associate more with a design or implementation. The
problem is that a more abstract description of the intended behaviour may be
rather more di�cult for committee members or even implementors to under-

stand; state machines are after all a well understood engineering concept, a fact
that has been borne out by the experience of others in designing languages to

document requirements and speci�cations [LHHR94].

Three further schemas are needed to de�ne the semantics of stepping mode;
other operations within the Synchronizable object type de�ne moding behaviour,

access and modi�cation of the attributes that de�ne the span, and control over
the placement of synchronization elements. The full speci�cation of this object

type and the other facilities, such as event handlers, that make up the PREMO
synchronization model, are given in [DDHF97]. Examples of how the general

speci�cation presented here could be specialized to address speci�c media can
be found in [DDtH+94]. Some appreciation for the e�ect that formally specifying
these facilities has had on the PREMO Standard can be gained by comparing the

previous reference with the speci�cation developed from the original proposal for
the synchronization facilities [Duk95].

3.2. The Object Model

The second aspect of PREMO for which formal speci�cation has been exten-

sively used is the PREMO object model. In common with other SC24 standards,
PREMO is de�ned in a language independent way. However, for an object-

oriented standard, the techniques used by SC24 in the past to de�ne program-
ming language independent standards (essentially describing data types and op-

erations over them) were not su�cient to capture the degree of abstraction from a
programming language required in PREMO. Di�erent object oriented program-
ming languages are based on di�erent object models. The de�nition of PREMO

was also required to be independent of any particular object model found in a
concrete programming language. This led to the work, reported in [DDtH+95],

to describe the PREMO object model. During the course of this work, the idea
of an object model independent speci�cation was re�ned considerably and again
the result of the formal speci�cation work gave valuable insights that were fed

back into the PREMO documents.

The PREMO object model is speci�ed in Z, rather than Object-Z, to avoid

confusion between the semantics of objects and their types in Object-Z and those
of the objects and types in the PREMO object model itself. The speci�cation en-
compasses aspects of object models including: object references, identity, object

types, operation signatures, inheritance, subtyping and operation dispatching.
Much work has been carried out on the semantics of object-oriented systems

and models, see for example [BE95, HJ95, DRS95], and a number of the issues
mentioned above are, at least now, well understood. Two aspects of the PREMO

work are however particularly novel. The �rst is the treatment of operation dis-
patching. Objects in PREMO communicate by sending messages that cause the
receiver to perform a speci�ed operation using given arguments. Although this is

similar to the model of message passing assumed in many languages, operation
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dispatching in PREMO is subject to three di�erent semantics, depending upon
the mode of the operation receptor de�ned in the object type, which can be:

Synchronous: the caller of the operation is suspended until the operation re-

turns;

Asynchronous: once the operation has been invoked, the caller can continue

with other processing tasks while the callee carries out the operation (no
return result is allowed);

Sampled: a call on an operation receptor overrides any earlier, as yet unser-
viced, call on that operation.

As a further complication, an object can select the set of operation receptors
that it is willing to perform at a point in time; synchronous calls to non-selected

operations result in the suspension of the caller. Relevant parts of the run-time
state are described formally below, beginning with two de�nitions: params is a

sequence of actual parameter values, and request represents the invocation of an
operation on a speci�c object.

params == seqnon-obj
request == object � operation

The run-time state de�nes the mode of each operation (async, sync or sam-

pled), the objects that are suspended pending completion of a synchronous re-
quest, and, for each operation invocation (request), a bag containing calling

objects and parameter values that are pending execution.

RunTime

ObjectSystem

mode : operation 7! opmode

suspended : Pobject
pending : request ! bag(params � object)

8o : object � 8p : operation �
mode(p) = sampled ) count(pending(o; p)) � 1

In fact, the invariant is rather more complex than that given above, since

valid states of the run-time system are determined in part by the structure of
the interfaces de�ned by the object types, and the objects that exist within

the system at any point in time. Full details can be found in [DDtH+95]. The
speci�cation of operation dispatch is spread over three schemas, one each for
selection, evaluation and return, of which the third is given below:

return

�RunTime
�ObjectSystem

r : request

count(pending(r)) > 0

let r == (opn; callee) � let pending(r) == (args ; caller) �
pending 0 = pending � fr 7! pending(r) �[ [[(args ; caller)]]g

mode(op) = sync ) suspended 0 = suspended n fcallerg

mode(op) 6= sync ) suspended 0 = suspended
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Although it is possible using schema composition to represent the process
of performing a single operation request in isolation, the speci�cation does not

address the concurrency inherent within PREMO. This is issue is taken up in
Section 3.4.

The second aspect of the PREMO object model speci�cation that is problem-

atic concerns the relationship between the Z speci�cation of the object model,
and the Object-Z speci�cation of `real' PREMO object types such as Synchro-

nizable. It is intended that concepts such as operation invocation used within the
Object-Z speci�cation should be interpreted in terms of the requirements set out
in the Z object model speci�cation. The approach used in [DDtH+95] attempts

to link the two models explicitly but informally by using annotated names in
Object-Z structures to refer to components of the object model. However the

amount of detail involved even for a small object type added signi�cant detail
to the speci�cation for little insight, and in subsequent speci�cation activities
Object-Z was used directly, with an informal understanding that the semantics

of certain actions, such as invoking an operation, were subject to interpretation
with respect to the PREMO object model. Again, Section 3.4 will review this is-

sue. While on the problem of linking the two levels of speci�cation, it should also
be noted that PREMO is reective, i.e. all PREMO objects are able to return

information about their type (and their position in the object type hierarchy),
and PREMO requires that its environment provide an `object factory' that can
produce an object that meets certain requirements and is an instance of a named

type.

3.3. The Normative Text

The inuence of PREMO's object model and organization on the structure of the

speci�cation has already been described in this section, but in fact the inuence
also extends in the other direction. Although the PREMO documents themselves

do not contain any formal speci�cation at this time, the editorial style used in
the presentation draws heavily on the insights gained in the speci�cation work.

Data types are de�ned using Object-Z notation, and class de�nitions are given
using a notation that draws heavily on Z and Object-Z. For example, here are
the data types used in the de�nition of the Synchronizable object type, as they

appear in the standard:

State == N

Direction ::= Forward j Backward
STOPPED : State j STOPPED = 0
PLAY : State j PLAY = 1

: : :

The following is how parts of the Synchronizable object type speci�ed in this

paper appear in the Standard. Departures from the usual presentation of Z and
Object-Z (for example, the absence of a `sidebar' for the class) are to simplify

typesetting.

Synchronizable[C ]
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EnhancedPREMOObject redef (initialize; initializeOnCopy)
CallbackByName

loopCounter : N [Retrieve Only]

repeatFlag : Boolean
nloop : N

The loop counter, repeat ag, and the number of loops of

progression.

Exceptions raised (when setting the attributes):

WrongState The object state should have been

STOPPED:

setActionOnPair

stateOldin : State

stateNewin : State
actionin : RefActionElement
exceptions : fWrongStateg

An action is associated with the tuple (stateOldin ; stateNewin );

see clause 7.9.1.2 on how this action element is used by the
Synchronizable object.

Exceptions raised:

WrongState One of the states stateOldin or
stateNewin does not identify a valid

state for this object instance. The
exception data contains the invalid
state name(s).

3.4. Shortcomings and open issues

The work described above was a `live' exercise in speci�cation, carried out under

time constraints imposed by the schedule for progressing the PREMO standard
through the phases described in Section 2 of this paper. Although we lack ob-
jective or quanti�able data, the view of those involved in both the speci�cation

and standards development processes has been that the speci�cation work was
invaluable in improving the overall quality of PREMO. It has also been a chal-

lenging technical exercise. Even though PREMO in itself does not provide all of
the object types needed to build a distributed multi-media application, it is a

non-trivial system whose speci�cation has raised some important issues that are
relevant to similar activities in the future.

A feature of PREMO (and a fundamental design requirement) is the perva-

sive use of object-oriented concepts and structures. This poses a fundamental
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problem, speci�cally, whether or not to use an object-oriented formalism when
specifying a system that is designed on object-oriented technologies. It is un-

likely that the semantics of a given speci�cation formalism will match those of
the object model those technologies, and so the problem of aligning the two,

described in Section 3.2, must be addressed. The approach described in this pa-
per, of using explicit but informal conventions, or leaving the link informal, was
satisfactory in the case of PREMO, as the emphasis was on developing a formal

description of particular aspects of the Standard. If however we had wished to
demonstrate or argue that particular properties were satis�ed by the descrip-

tion, and those properties were contingent on the behaviour of the object model
as well as speci�cs of certain object types, then the informal approach would
have been untenable. Of course, a similar problem of integrating levels of detail

holds if a non-object-oriented formalism is employed. The extra di�culty then
is in relating the formal description to the normative text, and importantly, in

maintaining this link as the standard evolves. Given the limited time available
for speci�cation activities, it is desirable that localised changes to the base doc-

ument have localised e�ects on the speci�cation. Of course, no formalism will
simplify the problem of wholesale changes to the base document.

Two approaches seem to hold out promise for controlling the complexity of

a speci�cation like that of PREMO, allowing speci�c sections of material to be
captured to the level of detail needed for a standard and also providing a coherent

integrated view of the whole. The �rst is the development of frameworks for
integrating partial speci�cations, possibly written in di�erent formalisms; [ZJ93]

is an early example of this direction, and Clarke and Wing [CW96] identify
the integration of methods as one of the key areas for future work in formal
methods. The second approach is to use a speci�cation logic that supports the

development of a `layered' model, where it is possible to use the formalism �rst to
describe the object model, and then to build larger structures from the primitives

speci�ed in the foundation. Lamport's ongoing speci�cation of a `Threads' API
in TLA+ [Lam96] is a good illustration of this style. It can be argued that a
similar style can be adopted with any speci�cation formalism, for example Z or

Object-Z. The real problem lies though in the overhead involved in encoding
or representing higher level structures using the lower level primitives in the

speci�cation. For example, how does the amount of work needed to encode an
object model in Z, and then represent an object type like Synchronizable in terms

of the representation of the object model, compare with the cost of describing
the object type directly within an object-oriented formalism? For application
areas like standards, where the emphasis is on description rather than proof, the

layered model will need to have a close correspondence to the object-oriented
description if the trade-o� between formality and ease of description is to favour

the former.
Apart from the object model, two other aspects of PREMO create a tension

in the choice of appropriate description technique(s), speci�cally concurrency

and real-time concerns. With the exception of one sub-tree, PREMO objects are
conceptually active and are expected to engage in concurrent activities, lead-

ing to the general concerns of communication, and the potential for deadlock.
Process algebras such as CCS [Mil89], CSP [Hoa85] are usually considered the

appropriate tools for dealing with such concerns. In the case of PREMO, there
is a challenge in representing objects such as Synchronizable as processes in that
the allowable behaviour of these objects is determined by a comparatively com-

plex state space, something which process-oriented techniques are not primarily
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intended to address. One of the authors (GF) has however been involved in the
development of a technique for mapping PREMO objects into LOTOS that has

been used successfully with the Synchronizable object type to yield further valu-
able insight into the behaviour of these objects [FM97]. There is already a good

body of existing work on specifying particular aspects of multi-media systems,
such as Quality of Service, using these techniques, for example [BBBC95]. How-
ever, the success of this work lies in a level of abstraction that would make it

di�cult to relate to the details of a standard like PREMO, and the problem of
handling the large state spaces that occur in the Standard would seem to apply

here as well. Time is another area where there is room for further improvement
in the speci�cation. It is not currently possible to specify, for example, quality
of service requirements, other than through the naive use of values that are in-

tended to denote time units relative to some clock. This is one context where an
integratedmethod, supporting links between a state-oriented style of description,

and one based on real-time temporal operators (such as the already-mentioned
work of Blair et al [BBBC95, BBS97]) could be useful.

Although the mathematical foundations of formal description techniques are
important, there are also some mundane but practical problems that represent
a non-trivial hurdle to would-be speci�ers in the standards community. Work in

standards draws volunteer e�ort from a wide range of occupations, ranging from
large multi-national corporations to research institutes and universities. By and

large, they have neither the time or motivation to learn the use of arcane docu-
ment formatting systems needed to typeset speci�cations in languages such as Z

and Object-Z. Increasingly also, the World Wide Web is becoming the medium
of choice for making standards available to the wider community, particularly
with the ability, using HTML, to place cross-reference links throughout the doc-

ument. Even if there is progress towards extensions to HTML that allow the
detailed formatting of mathematical text required for speci�cations, problems

such as the availability of suitable character sets will still represent signi�cant
hurdles to the use of such languages for widespread use. Although it is possible
to write, for example, Z, using standard character sets, potential readers of the

speci�cation are then confronted by a representation which is very di�erent from
that which appears in the available texts or in most published papers. In this

respect, the approach taken by the developers of PVS [ORSvH95], where the
speci�cation is by default presented using the standard ASCII character set, has

certain practical advantages. These comments apply both now, when speci�ca-
tion development is largely independent of the normative text, and in the future,
where it is hoped that formal descriptions may be incorporated into the norma-

tive text. The view of the PREMO document editors (DJD and IH) is that, if
they were to start work on such a document today, the bene�ts of making the

document accessible over the web would over-ride the desire to keep the struc-
ture of the speci�cation coupled to that of the normative text. Consequently,
Object-Z would not be used as the framework for documenting the functional

provisions, as described in section 3.3.

4. Opportunities and Challenges

The ISO/IEC Directives make provision for the introduction of formal descrip-
tions into standards. The Directives identify three phases for the evolutionary

introduction of formal descriptions. The �rst phase is the use of formal descrip-
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tion by the committee which is de�ning a standard. This phase recognizes that
there may not be su�cient resources within national bodies to either write or

review formal descriptions. Development of standards should be based on con-
ventional natural language approaches, leading to a standard for which the nat-

ural language speci�cation is the de�nitive standard. Where formal descriptions
of signi�cant parts of standards are produced, Committees are encouraged to
preserve the work through publication as an ISO Technical Report.

In the second phase, a formal description of the standard forms an annex to
the natural language description of the standard. The natural language descrip-

tion constitutes the provisions of the standard, the annex being for information.
In this stage, knowledge and experience of formal descriptions is more widely

available, resources are available to produce formal descriptions, but it cannot
be assumed that enough national bodies can review formal descriptions in order

to cast votes in a ballot on a formally described standard.

In the third phase, the formal description constitutes the provisions of the

standard and is accompanied by a natural language commentary. The formal
description and the natural language description are given equal weight in the
event of discrepancies.

The ISO/IEC Directives also stipulate that justi�cation has to be given for

the use of any formal description technique that is either not already standardized
or is in the process of standardization.

>From our experiences of using formalmethods in the development of PREMO,
we draw some general conclusions.

1. Education. It is still the case that many practising Information Technology
professionals are uncomfortable with formal descriptions. The expertise to

read and comment upon formal descriptions is not widespread in the area of
standardization in which we work. Experts are comfortable reviewing a very

complex natural language text, but are daunted by the prospect of reviewing
even a modest formal text. Although it may not be di�cult to train people

to read formal descriptions[Hal90], it is di�cult to �nd the resources to do
this speci�cally within the context of an ISO/IEC standardization activity.

2. Tools. Again in our area of standardization, many people see a good tool
base as vitally important to the acceptance of formal descriptions. We would
include in this tools to manage the generation of a formal description, tools

to check syntactic and type correctness and tools to exercise the formal text
in order to build con�dence that the formal behaviour is indeed the intended

behaviour. The typesetting issues raised in section 3.4 are also important in
the context of tool support. There is a need for a representation of the formal
description that can both serve as a basis for typeset documentation and for

manipulation by type checkers, proof, tools, etc.

3. Standardization of formal description techniques. The requirement to justify

the use of a non-standard formal description technique in the presentation
of an ISO/IEC standard can be a stumbling block. It is clear why this is

a rather strong requirement, for example, one would not wish the meaning
of a standard to change because of some change made to the semantics of

the notation in which the standard is speci�ed. If the notation is itself the
subject of an ISO/IEC standard, then there are at least mechanisms in place
for `version control'. However, it is vitally important to have access to a range

of formal description techniques in order to be able to work with the notation
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most appropriate to the task, and if necessary, to extend the notation within
the context of the standard for which it is being used.

Having made these points, however, we do �rmly believe from our experience
that formal methods have much to o�er in the standardization arena.

1. As Hall[Hal90] has said, `[Formal methods] work largely by making you think

very hard about the system you propose to build'. This is entirely bourne
out in our experience. Any technique that causes one to ask new questions
about the standard under development is potentially bene�cial in the �ght

against inconsistency and ambiguity.

2. Rushby[Rus93] has argued that formal methods seem to �nd their most ef-

fective application early in the life-cycle for a number of reasoning, including
the view that `formal methods provide a repertoire of mental building blocks
that assist and encourage the development of speci�cations that are precise

yet abstract'. That view also is bourne out in our experience. The work we
have done was carried out at an early stage in the PREMO development

process, when often there were many details unde�ned. The key details of
the proposed synchronization mechanisms in PREMO were captured at an

early stage at an appropriate level of abstraction. It was important to be able
to abstract away from inessential detail, for example by techniques such as
the use of generic abstract types. It is also important in the context of stan-

dardization to be able to leave some choices to implementors. The consensus
forming process can often lead to the outcome `implementation dependent'.

This outcome can be captured in a speci�cation in a satisfactory manner.

The questions posed at the end of section 2.1 invite a response from the formal
methods community. We argue that if formal description techniques have been

used during the development of a PAS, then ISO/IEC is in a stronger position
to assess the answers to these questions than would otherwise be the case.

1. How well are all interfaces speci�ed? For a formal description, there are levels

of consistency checking that can, and should, be applied automatically.

2. How easily can implementation take place without need of additional descrip-
tions? The level of abstraction in the formal text and checks of properties that

have been performed on the text is one perspective from which to answer this
question. We would argue that this is still a useful aspect of the submission

to explore, even if the speci�cation work only addresses some aspects of the
system, or models only some parts of the system.

3. What proof exists for successful implementations? In some areas of ad hoc

standardization, reference implementations are considered essential before
the standard itself is promulgated. Formal description may o�er the prospect

of proving evidence of implementability at lower cost than constructing a
reference implementation.

4. What means are used to provide de�nitive descriptions beyond straight text?

The formal description itself.
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